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Abstract
In a mobile ad hoc network, the mobility and resource limitations 
of movable nodes may guide to network separation or performance 
deprivation. Numerous data duplication techniques have been 
projected to reduce performance degradation. Most of them assume 
that all mobile nodes work together fully in terms of distributing 
their memory space. In reality, though, some nodes may selfishly 
decide only to oblige partly, or not at all, with other nodes. These 
selfish nodes could then shrink the overall data convenience in 
the network. In this paper, we examine the impact of selfish nodes 
in a mobile ad hoc network from the viewpoint of duplication 
provision. We term this selfish duplication provision. In particular, 
we develop a selfish node detection algorithm that considers 
partial selfishness and new duplication provision techniques to 
properly handle with selfish duplication provision. The conduct 
simulations demonstrate the proposed approach outperforms 
conventional cooperative duplication provision techniques in 
terms of data accessibility, communication cost, and average 
query disruption. 
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I. Introduction
MOBILE Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs) have engrossed a lot of 
attention due to the recognition of mobile devices and the advances 
in wireless communication technologies. A MANET is a point-
to-point multihop mobile wireless network that has neither a flat 
communications nor a essential server. All nodes in a MANET 
acts as a router, and communicates with each other. A great range 
of MANET applications have been industrialized. For example, a 
MANET can be used in unique circumstances, where establishing 
communication may be complex, or even infeasible, such as a 
arena or a disaster area. A mobile point-to-point file distribution 
method is an additional attractive MANET application.
Network distribution can happen frequently, since nodes move 
liberally in a MANET, causing some data to be often unreachable 
to some of the nodes. Hence, data convenience is often an key 
presentation metric in a MANET. Data are usually simulated at 
nodes, other than the original owners, to increase data convenience 
to handle with common network partitions. A significant quantity 
of research has newly been planned for duplication allotment in 
a MANET.
In this paper, we concentrate on the problem of selfishness in 
the context of duplication allocation in a MANET, i.e., a selfish 
node may not share its own memory space to store duplication 
for the benefit of other nodes. We can simply find such cases in 
a typical point-to-point application.   In this paper, we shall refer 
to such a problem as the selfish duplication allocation. Simply, 
selfish duplication allocation refers to a node’s no helpful action, 
such that the node refuses to help fully in distribution its memory 
space with other nodes. To our information, this work is one of 
few works to handle with selfish nodes in the background of 
duplication allocation over a MANET.

Fig. 1, illustrates an existing duplication provision scheme, DCG, 
where nodes N1, N2,  ... , N6 maintain their memory space M1, 
M2, ... , M6, respectively, with the contact frequency information 
in Table 1 (In fig. 1, a straight line denotes a wireless link, a gray 
rectangle denotes an original data item, and a white rectangle 
denotes a duplication allocated. In Table 1, the gray colored region 
shows three data items that are accessed repeatedly by N3 and N4). 
As shown in fig. 1, DCG seeks to minimize the duplication of data 
items in a group to reach high data convenience.

Fig. 1: Example of Selfish Duplication Provision

Let us consider the case where N3 behaves “selfishly” by 
maintaining , instead of M3, to prefer the locally repeatedly 
accessed data for low query delay. In the original case, D3, D9, and 
D2 were allocated to N3. However, due to the selfish actions, D3, 
D5, and D2, the top three most nearby repeatedly accessed items, 
are instead maintained in local storage. Thus, additional nodes in 
the similar group, i.e., N1, N2, and N4, are no longer able to access 
D9. This showcases dishonored data convenience, since N1, N2, 
and N4 cannot fully control N3’s memory space as proposed in 
cooperative duplication allocation. As another example, a node 
may be only “partially selfish” in a MANET. For a case, node N4 
may want to locally hold D2, one of the nearby repeatedly accessed 
data items. In this case, N4 uses only a part of its storage for its 
own repeatedly accessed data, while the remaining part is for the 
advantage of overall data convenience. Thus, N4 may choose to 
maintain M1

4, instead of M4. Even with only partial selfishness, 
data convenience is still dishonored, since the other nodes in the 
same group, i.e., N1, N2, and N3 cannot access D10. 
We consider that the partially selfish nodes (e.g., N4 in fig. 1) 
should also be taken into description, in addition to the fully 
selfish nodes (e.g., N3 in fig. 1), to correctly switch the selfish 
duplication provision problem. We therefore need to measure 
the “degree of selfishness” to properly handle the partially selfish 
nodes. Motivated by this theory of “partial selfishness,” we use the 
concept of Credit Risk (CR) from economics to identify selfish 
nodes. Since the credit risk is designed from some selfishness 
features in this paper, it can determine the level of selfishness 
highly. In our proposal, a node can measure the level of selfishness 
of another node, to which it is associated by one or multiple hops 
in a MANET.
The technical assistance of this paper can be summarized as 
follows:
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A. Recognizing the Selfish Duplication Provision 
Problem
We analysis a selfish node in a MANET from the perception of 
data duplication, and identify that selfish duplication provision 
can lead to dishonored data convenience in a MANET.

B. Detecting the Fully or the Partially Selfish Nodes 
Effectively
We develop a selfish node detection method that can measure the 
level of selfishness.

C. Allocating Duplication Effectively
We propose a set of duplication allocation techniques that use the 
self-centered friendship tree to reduce communication cost, while 
achieving good data accessibility.

D. Verifying the Proposed Strategy
The replication results verify the efficiency of our proposed 
policy.

II. Related Works

A. Selfish Nodes from a Network Perspective 
MANETs are divided into two categories: closed and open in 
the work. In a closed MANET, all nodes freely participate in 
and manage the network. However, in an open MANET, which 
we consider in this paper, however, individual nodes may have 
different objectives. In this case, some nodes can be selfish to 
maintain their own resources.
Different techniques have been planned to manage the problem 
of selfish activities from the network viewpoint. As described 
in, techniques managing selfish nodes can be classified into 
three categories: reputation-based, credit-payment, and game 
theory-based techniques. In reputation-based techniques, each 
node observes the behaviors of others and uses the obtained 
information for routing. In credit-payment techniques, each node 
gives a credit to others, as a incentive for data forwarding. The 
acquired credit is then used to send data to others. The game theory-
based techniques suppose that all rational nodes can determine 
their own best strategies to capitalize on their profit. The game 
theory-based techniques want to find the Nash Equilibrium point 
to exploit system performance. All these techniques alert on packet 
forwarding. In differentiate, this paper focuses on the crisis of 
selfish duplication provision.

III. Preliminaries

A. System Model
Table 1: Access Frequency of Nodes 

In this paper, we imagine that each node has restricted local 
memory space and acts as a data source of several data items and 
a data user. Each node holds replicas of data items, and maintains 
the replicas in local memory space. The replicas are relocated in a 
particular period. There are m nodes, N1, N2,...,Nm and no central 
server determines the provision of duplication. Any node without 
restraint joins and organizes an free MANET. We model a MANET 
in an undirected graph G=(IN,IL) that consists of a finite set of 
nodes, IN, and a finite set of communication links, IL, where each 
element is a tuple (Nj, Nk) of nodes in the network.
To focus on the selfish duplication provision problem, we do not 
consider selfishness in data forwarding all over this paper. We 
make the following assumptions, related to those in.
Each node in a MANET has a unique identifier. All nodes that are 
located in a MANET are denoted by N= {N1, N2,…,Nm}, where 
m is the total number of nodes.
All data items are of equal size, and each data item is held by a 
particular node as its original node. Each data item has a unique 
identifier, and the set of all data items is denoted by D ={D1,D2, 
... ,Dn}, where n is the total number of data items.
Each node Ni (1 ≤ i ≤ m) has limited memory space for replication 
and original data items. The size of the memory space is Si. Each 
node can hold only C, where   1 < C < n, duplication in its memory 
space.
Data items are not updated. This hypothesis is for the sake of 
simplicity, i.e., we do not have to deal with data consistency or 
currency issues. Applications fulfilling this characteristic include 
digging analysis and weather information.
Each node Ni (1 ≤ i ≤ m) has its own access regularity to data item 
Dj є D (1 ≤ j ≤ n), A . The access frequency does not vary.
Each node moves freely within the maximum velocity.
When a node Ni makes an access call to a data item (i.e., issuing 
a query), it checks its own memory space first. The request 
is successful when Ni holds the original or duplication of the 
data item in its local memory. If it does not hold the original or 
duplication, the request will be transmit.1 The request is also 
successful when Ni receives any reply from at least one node linked 
to Ni with one hop or multiple hops, which holds the original or 
duplication of the targeted data item. Otherwise, the request, or 
query dispensation, fails.
When a node Ni receives a data access request, it either (1) serves 
the request by sending its original or duplication if it holds the 
target data item (the data may go through multiple hops before 
reaching the requester), or (2) forward the call to its neighbors if 
it does not grip the target data item.

B. Node Behavior Model
Type-1 node: The nodes are nonselfish nodes. The nodes hold 
duplication allocated by other nodes within the limits of their 
memory space.
Type-2 node: The nodes are fully selfish nodes. The nodes do not 
hold duplication allocated by other nodes, but allocate duplication 
to other nodes for their convenience.
Type-3 node: The nodes are partially selfish nodes. The nodes use 
their memory space partially for allocated duplication by other 
nodes. Their memory space may be divided logically into two 
parts: selfish and public area. These nodes allocate duplication 
to other nodes for their convenience.
The recognition of the type-3 nodes is difficult, because they are 
not always selfish. In some sense, a type-3 node might be measured 
as nonselfish, since the node distributes part of its memory space. 
In this paper, however, we have considered it as (partial) selfish, 
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because the node also leads to the selfish duplication provision 
problem, as explained in Section I. Note that selfish and nonselfish 
nodes perform the same process when they receive a data access 
request, even though they perform another way in using their 
memory space.

IV. Proposed Strategy

A. Overview
Our policy consists of three parts: 1) Detecting selfish nodes, 2) 
Building the SCF-tree, and 3) Allocating replica. At a specific 
period, or relocation period, each node executes the following 
procedures:
Each node detects the selfish nodes based on credit risk scores.
Each node makes its own (partial) topology graph and builds its 
own SCF-tree by excluding selfish nodes.
Based on SCF-tree, each node allocates duplication in a fully 
circulated manner.

B. Detecting Selfish Node
The notion of credit risk can be described by the following 
equation:

  (1)
In our policy, each node calculates a CR score for each of the nodes 
to which it is associated. Each node shall guess the “degree of 
selfishness” for all of its associated nodes based on the score. We 
first explain selfish features that may lead to the selfish duplication 
provision problem to determine both expected value and expected 
risk.
Selfish features are divided into two categories: node-specific and 
query processing-specific. Node-specific features can be explained 
by considering the following case: A selfish node may distribute 
part of its own memory space, or a little amount of data items, 
like the type-3 node. In this case, the range of common memory 
space and/or the number of common data items can be used to 
symbolize the level of selfishness. In our loom, the size of Nk’s 
common memory space, denoted as S  , and the number of Nk’s 
common data items, denoted as N , observed by a node Ni, are 
worn as node-specific features.3 Note that jointly S  and N  
are Ni’s expected values, since Nk, which may be selfish or not, 
does not basically let Ni know the number of common data items or 
size of the common memory space. The node-specific features can 
be used to symbolize the probable value of a node. For example, 
when node Ni observes that node Nk shares large S  and N , 
node Nk may be treated as a important node by node Ni.
As the query processing-specific feature, we exploit the percentage 
of selfishness alarm of Nk on Ni, denoted as , which is the 
percentage of Ni’s data appeal being not served by the projected 
node Nk due to Nk’s selfishness in its memory space (i.e., no 
target data item in its memory space). Thus, the query processing-
specific feature can symbolize the projected risk of a node. For 
example, when  gets larger, node Ni will treat Nk as a risky 
node because a big  means that Nk cannot serve Ni’s needs 
due to selfishness in its memory usage. To efficiently classify 
the projected node (s), Ni should know the (estimated) position 
of other nodes’ memory space. Our SCF-tree-based duplication 
distribution techniques, opportunely, support this hypothesis. This 
will be explained in the following section. Using the described 
features, we can change (1) into (2):

 (2)
The system factor, α, is used to alter the relative value of S   and 
N . Node Ni updates C  at all query processing and looks it up 
for the associated node Nk at all repositioning period. In addition, 
each node also has its own threshold of C . If the calculated C

 exceeds, node Nk will be detected as a selfish node by Ni. The 
amount of  (as well as S  and N  ) is updated at every query 
processing of several item that Ni allocates to other node(s) during 
the duplication allocation phase.
The cause of parameters S  and N  on C  can be biased by 
taking into reflection the size of memory space at node Ni, Si, and 
the entire number of data items accessed by Ni, ni. The justification 
is that C  may be powerfully precious by Si and ni if C  is not 
normalized. By normalizing, we obtain (3), where nC  stands 
for the normalized C .

  (3)
Algorithm 1 describes how to identify selfish nodes. At each 
repositioning phase, node Ni detects selfish nodes based on nC

. Each node may have its own original value of  as a system 
parameter. Interestingly, the primary value of  can symbolize 
the essential manner toward strangers. For example, if the primary 
value equals zero, node Ni always treats a new node as a nonselfish 
node. Therefore, Ni can help with strangers easily for supportive 
duplication sharing. Replicas of data items are allocated by 
allocation techniques. After duplication provision, Ni sets N  
and S  consequently. Recall that both N  and S  are expected 
values, not exact ones. The expected values are familiar at query 
processing time, according to Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 1. Pseudo code to detect selfish nodes
At every relocation period 
 /*Ni detects selfish nodes with this algorithm*/ 
detection(){ 
  for (each connected node Nk ){
  if (nC  i < δ) Nk is marked as non-selfish;
    else Nk is marked as selfish ;} 
 wait until duplication provision is done; 
 for (each connected node Nk) {
     if (Ni has allocated replica to Nk) {
    N  = the number of allocated duplication;
 S  = the total size of allocated duplication ;}
    else { 
    N  = 1; 
 S  = the size of a data item;
 } } }

Algorithm 2. Pseudo code to update selfish features 
  At every query processing time 
   /*When Ni issues a query*/ 
   update_SF(){ 
 while (during the predefined time ω){ 
  if (an estimated node Nk serves the query)
decrease  ;
if (an unexpected node Nj serves the query){ 

 N  =  N  + 1;

 S  = S  + (the size of a data item);
} }  
    if (an expected node Nk does not serve the        query){
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increase ;

 N  =  N  -   1;

 S  =  S  - (the size of a data item);
} }

As described in Algorithm 2, Ni maintains its N , S  , and 
  during each query processing phase. When Ni issues a query, 

Ni awaits the response from the expected node Nk during the 
predefined wait time ω, where ω is the expected maximum time 
taken to swap one round of request-response message across the 
complete network. Whenever Ni detects the selfish behavior of Nk, 
it modifies  , N  , and S  accordingly. If Nk serves the query 
as expected, however, only  will be decreased, while N  and 
S   remain unchanged. Note that, in case an unexpected node Nj 
replies to Ni’s request, Ni will modify N  and S   accordingly, 
while not affecting , , N , and S . That is, the reply from 
sudden nodes does not affect the selfish features of projected 
nodes. Note also that Ni may get multiple replies from unpredicted 
and/or projected nodes. In this case, Ni modifies , N , and/
or S  consequently for each reply based on Algorithm 2. If Ni 
does not receive any reply from estimated node Nk during ω, it 
observes Nk’s selfish activities and modifies , N , and S  
accordingly.

C. Building SCF-Tree
The SCF-tree based duplication allocation techniques are inspired 
by human friendship association in the real world, where each 
person makes his/her own friends forming a network and manages 
friendship by himself/herself. He/she does not have to converse 
these with others to continue the friendship. The resolution is only at 
his/her judgment. The main goal of our novel duplication provision 
techniques is to reduce traffic overhead, while achieving high 
data convenience. If the novel duplication provision techniques 
can assign duplication without exchange with other nodes, as in 
a human friendship supervision, traffic overhead will reduce.
Prior to construction the SCF-tree, each node makes its own partial 
topology graph Gi = (INi; ILi), which is a factor of the graph G. Gi 
consists of a finite set of the nodes connected to Ni and a finite set 
of the links, where Ni є INi,  INi  ⊆ IN, and ILi  ⊆ IL. Since the 
SCF-tree consists of only nonselfish nodes, we need to calculate 
the level of selfishness to apply real-world friendship supervision 
to duplication allocation in a MANET. We use the value of nC

 for this purpose. Before constructing/updating the SCF-tree, 
node Ni eliminates selfish nodes from INi. Thus, Ni changes Gi 
into its own partial graph . More formally, we define  as 
the undirected graph   = ( ,  ), which consists of a 
finite set of nonselfish nodes detected by Ni, , and a finite set 
of contact links among nodes N є , .   is consequent 
by a smoothing out procedure in graph theory. For example, if 
there exists a path (Nj,Na, Nb, ... , Nl, Nk)  in Gi, where Nj, Nk є 

 and Na, Nb, ... , Nl є  = INi -  , Ni removes each link  
containing the selfish nodes and then replaces (Nj, Nk) with a new 
edge (the new edge is added since we do not consider selfishness 
in data forwarding).

Fig. 2: Example of a Self- Centered Friendship Tree

Based on , Ni builds its own SCF-tree, denoted as  . 
Algorithm 3 describes how to make the SCF-tree. Each node 
has a limitation d, the depth of SCF-tree. When Ni builds its own 
SCF-tree, Ni first appends the nodes that are associated to Ni by 
one hop to Ni’s child nodes. Then, Ni checks recursively the child 
nodes of the appended nodes, until the strength of the SCF-tree 
is equal to d. Fig. 2, illustrates the network topology and some 
SCF-trees of N1 and N2 in fig. 1. In this instance, we imagine 
that all nodes are nonselfish nodes for simplicity. As can be seen 
in figs. 2(b) and 2(c), the SCF-tree may have various routes for 
some nodes from the root node. For instance, in 

Fig. 3: Example of a Self- Centered Friendship Tree

Fig. 2(b), N1 has two routes to N2 when N1 sets its own constraint 
d to be 4. 

Fig. 4: Example of a Self- Centered Friendship Tree
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Since the many routes present high stability, we assign more 
duplication to the nodes that have various routes from the root 
node. At every repositioning stage, each node updates its own 
SCF-tree based on the network topology of that instant.

Algorithm 3. Pseudo code to build SCF-tree /*Ni makes SCF-tree 
with a parameter, depth d*/ 
 constructScfTree(){ 
   append Ni to SCF-tree as the root node;
   checkChildnodes(Ni);
   return SCF-tree;} 
  Procedure checkChildnodes(Nj){
  /*  is a set of nodes that are adjacent nodes to Nj*/ 
 for (each node Na є ){
if (distance between Na and the root > d ) 
continue; 
 else if (Na is an ancestor of Nj in )
continue;  
else{ append Na to  as a child of Nj;
checkChildnodes(Na); } } }

D. Allocating Replica
After construction of SCF-tree, a node allocates duplication at 
every repositioning phase. Each node asks nonselfish nodes within 
its SCF-tree to hold duplication when it cannot hold duplication 
in its local memory space. Since the SCF-tree based duplication 
allocation is performed in a fully circulated manner, each node 
determines duplication provision individually without any contact 
with other nodes.
   Since all node has its own SCF-tree, it can execute duplication 
provision at its judgment. For instance, after construction the 
SCF-tree, N1 may ask N2 to hold diverse replica. Note that the 
decision, whether to accept the duplication provision call or not, 
will be primed at N2’s concern (if N2 is selfish, it may not accept 
the duplication provision request). Afterward, node N1 may issue a 
query for the replicas. At this time, N1 is likely to identify whether 
the estimated N2 serves the query (i.e., nonselfish) or not (i.e., 
selfish). By observing the performance of N2, N1 updates N , 
S , and  consequently.  Since we assume that a node can use 
some share of its memory space selfishly, we may group memory 
space Mi for duplication logically into two parts: selfish area Ms 
and public area Mp. Each node may use its own memory space 
Mi freely as Ms and/or Mp. In each node, Ms will be used for 
data of local concern (i.e., to reduce query delay), while Mp for 
public data is asked to grip data by other node(s) (i.e., to develop 
data convenience). A type-2 node uses Mi for only Ms, whereas 
a type-3 node uses Mi for Ms and Mp. Type-1 node’s Mi will be 
equal to Mp.
Algorithm 4 explains how to allocate duplication, where IDi and 
Li denote an structured set of all data items to be allowed by Ni 
and the list of node ids, respectively. Note that, IDi is sorted in 
descending order of Ni’s access occurrence. Accordingly, each 
node allocates duplication in descending order of its own access 
frequency. This is quite dissimilar from presented group-based 
duplication provision techniques where replicas are allocated 
based on the access frequency of collection members. Each node 
Ni executes this algorithm at every rearrangement phase after 
construction its own SCF-tree. At first, a node determines the 
precedence for allocating replicas. The precedence is based on 
Breadth First Search (BFS) categorize of the SCF-tree. The dotted 
arrow represents the precedence for allocating duplication. For 
example, N1 selects N2 as the first objective of the provision. After 

allocating a replica to the last target node (i.e., N5), the first node, 
N2 will be the next target in a round-robin manner. The target node 
will be the estimated node in our policy. Since a node allocates 
duplication to the target node in its SCF-tree once during a single 
repositioning phase, a node has at most one projected node for each 
duplication. When its own Ms is not full, Ni allocates duplication 
to its Ms first. When its own Ms becomes full, the node requests 
duplication distribution to nodes in its SCF-tree in the order of 
precedence. In our allocation technique, if Ms is full and Mp is not 
full, a node may use Mp for data items of local interest temporarily. 
However, public data cannot be held in Ms.

Table 2: Example of  of Each Node

Algorithm 4. Pseudo code for replica allocation
  
/*Ni executes this algorithm at relocation period*/
replica_allocation(){ 
Li =  make_priority(  );
for (each data item є IDi){ 
if (Ms is not full)
allocate replica of the data to Ms;
else{/*Ms is full */
allocate replica of the data to the target node; 
/* the target node is selected from Li*/ 
if (Mp is not full) 
allocate replica of the data to Mp; } }
while (during a relocation period){ 
if (Nk requests for the allocation of Dq)
replica_allocation_for_others (Nk, Dq) ;} }
Procedure make_priority ( ) { 
for (all vertices in ){ 
select a vertex in  in order of BFS;
append the selected vertex id to Li;}
return Li;}
Procedure replica_allocation_for_others (Nk, Dq) {
if (Nk is in and Ni does not hold Dq){ 
if (Mp is not full) allocate Dq to Mp ;
else {/* Mp is full */
if (Ni holds any replica of local interest in Mp) 
replace the replica with Dq ;
else { 
/* Nh is the node with the highest nC  among the nodes which 
allocated replica to Mp */
if (nC  > nC )
replace the replica requested by Nh with Dq; 
} } } }

During a repositioning phase, Ni may obtain requirements for 
duplication provision from any nodes within its SCF-tree. If Ni is 
not a fully selfish node, Ni shall preserve its memory space Mp for 
the requirements from other nodes, say Nk. In this case, Ni should 
conclude whether to recognize the duplication provision appeal. 
If Nk is in the   and Ni does not grip the requested duplication 
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of Dq in its memory space, the duplication provision will be 
conventional. If Ni’s Mp is not full, the duplication of Dq will be 
owed to the Mp. If Ni’s Mp is full and Ni holds any duplication 
owed by itself in its Mp, Ni will substitute the duplication with 
Dq. If Ni does not hold any duplication owed by itself in its Mp 
and Mp is full, Ni compares the nC  with nC , where Nh is the 
node with the maximum nCR score among the nodes that owed 
duplication to Ni’s Mp. If nC  exceeds nC  , Ni replaces the 
duplication requested by Nh with Dq.
Table 2 shows the estimated result of duplication allocation from 
N1’s viewpoint, resultant from Tables 1, 2, and fig. 1. Since N1 
may not know the actual volume of memory space at other nodes, 
N1 allocates a dissimilar number of data items to each node. We 
exclude the original data of each node and other duplication 
here, because N1 may not know who hold the original data and/
or other duplication. We assume that N1 sets its threshold to 0.7. 
N1 executes duplication provision based on its own SCF-tree. The 
profundity of the SCF-tree is two. Since nC  and nC  are larger 
than, N1 detects N3 and N4 as selfish nodes. Therefore, N3 and N4 
are disqualified by N1 in the duplication provision. fig. 3(a) shows 

 that is built by N1 preceding to constructing the SCF-tree. 
After its own duplication provision, N1 expects that N2, N5, and 
N6 continue their own memory space, like M2, M5, and M6.
The final duplication provision results derivative from Tables 1, 
2, and fig. 1. In more detail, each node processes the following 
procedures:
1. Each node allocates duplication at its discretion based on Table 
1 and fig. 1.
2. When each node receives a request for duplication provision 
from Nk during a relocation period, it determines whether to 
accept the request.
3. If the request is accepted, each node maintains its Mp based on 
the nC  given by Table 2. If the highest nC  among the nodes 
which allocated replica to Ni, is greater than nC , Ni replaces 
duplication owed by Nh with duplication requested by Nk.
In this example, each node allocates duplication at its prudence 
like N1’s allocation and then each node maintains its memory space 
based on received requests for duplication allocation. For example, 
N1 allocates D2, D3, and D6 to N5, and N6 allocates D3, D9, and D4 
to N5. In this case, N5 accepts allocation request from N6 since nC

 is greater than nC . Thus, N5 holds D3 and D9 in its Mp. In 
our allocation technique, each node allocates duplication to other 
nodes considering selfishness. Thus, every node can access D9 and 
D10 even with the continuation of selfish nodes in fig. 4, which 
is dissimilar to the inspiring case in fig. 1. Therefore, the overall 
convenience increases from 80 to 100 percent. Moreover, since 
each node allocates duplication to the nodes within its SCF-tree 
at its own prudence, the proposed allocation technique is highly 
expected to acquire very low contact cost.
In addition to the above-mentioned one, another duplication 
allocation technique can be developed based on the SCF-tree 
construction. Thus, we propose a set of duplication allocation 
techniques, as follows:

SCF-Tree-Based Duplication Allocation (SCF)
This technique is described in Algorithm 4 and serves as a basic 
SCF-tree based technique.

SCF-Tree Based Duplication Allocation With Degree of 
Selfishness (SCF-DS)
This technique takes into account the level of selfishness in 
allocating replicas. That is, less selfish nodes should be visited 

first at the identical SCF-tree level. This strategy makes more 
frequently accessed data items reside on less selfish nodes.

SCF-Tree Based Duplication Allocation With Closer Node 
(SCF-CN): 
This technique allocates more replicas to the closer nodes in the 
SCF-tree. That is, more replicas are owed to the node with lower 
depth within the SCF-tree. 

.Extended SCF-Tree Based Duplication Allocation 
(eSCF)
This technique is based on an extended SCF-tree (eSCF-tree). 
In this technique, Ni builds its eSCF-tree based on Gi, not . 
Consequently, eSCF-tree includes

selfish nodes, as well as nonselfish nodes. Ni marks the detected 
selfish nodes within its eSCF-tree and allocates replicas to the 
nonselfish nodes in its eSCF-tree first. After the first round, Ni 
allocates replicas to all nodes (i.e., including selfish nodes) within 
its eSCF-tree in a round-robin manner. As it will turn out, this 
technique shows the best performance in terms of query delay.
The execution of alternative techniques (i.e., SCFDS, SCF-CN, and 
eSCF) can be easily done by making small changes to Algorithm 
4 (mainly in the make_priority() procedure). In the case of SCF-
DS, the precedence for duplication provision is determined by 
the pair: (depth of SCF-tree, nCR ). That is, the high precedence 
is given to the lower depth, and for nodes with the same depth, 
the duplication is owed in rising order of the nCR scores. In the 
case of SCF-CN, the vertex ids are appended to Li frequently. 
The number of repetitions is resolute as 1 + diff, where diff is 
the difference between the depth of the SCF-tree and the depth 
of the vertex of concern in the SCF-tree. For example, nodes in 
depth 1 will be frequently twice (i.e., 1 + 1), while nodes in depth 
2 will be frequent once (i.e., 1+0). Accordingly, more replicas are 
owed to the closer nodes. In the case of eSCF method, eSCF-tree 
is used for duplication provision instead of SCF-tree. Therefore, 
all   in Algorithm 4 should be changed into . To establish 
the precedence, Ni appends nonselfish nodes to Li first, and then 
complete nodes, including selfish nodes, to Li.

V. Performance Evaluation

A. Simulation Environment
Our replication model is similar to that engaged in.  In the 
replication, the number of movable nodes is set to 40. Each node 
has its local memory space and moves with a velocity from 0 ~ 
1 (m/s) over 50 (m) x 50 (m) flatland.  The progress prototype of 
nodes follows the chance waypoint representation, where each 
node leftovers immobile for a break time and then it selects a 
random goal and moves to the target. After getting the goal, it 
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again stops for a break time and repeats these actions. The radio 
communication range of each node is a circle with a radius of 1 
~ 19 (m). We suppose that there are 40 entity pieces of data, each 
of the same size. In the network, node Ni (1  ≤  i ≤  40 ) holds 
data Di as the original. The data access occurrence is assumed to 
follow Zipf division. The default repositioning period is set to 256 
units of replication time which we vary from 64 to 8,192 units of 
replication time. Table 3 describes the replication parameters.
The default number of selfish nodes is set to be 70 percent of the 
entire nodes in our replication, based on the examination of a 
real application. We set 75 percent of selfish nodes to be type-3 
(i.e., partially selfish) and the remaining to be type-2 (i.e., fully 
selfish). Type-3 nodes consist of three groups of equal size. Each 
group uses 25, 50, and 75 percent of its memory space for the 
selfish area.
Type-2 nodes will not accept duplication provision requests from 
other nodes in the duplication provision stage, thus being estimated 
to create important selfishness alarm in query dispensation. 
Type-3 nodes will accept or reject duplication provision requests 
according to their local type (see Algorithm 4), thereby causing 
several selfishness alarms in consequent query dispensation.
We estimate our policy using the following four performance 
metrics:

Overall selfishness alarm: This is the ratio of the generally 1. 
selfishness alarm of all nodes to all queries that should be 
served by the expected node in the entire system.
Communication cost: This is the total hop count of data 2. 
transmission for selfish node discovery and duplication 
provision/ repositioning, and their concerned information 
allocation.
Average query delay: This is the amount of hops from a client 3. 
node to the nearest node with the requested data item. If the 
requested data item is in the local memory of a client, the 
query delay is 0. We only consider victorious queries, i.e., it 
is the total delay of victorious requests divided by the total 
number of successful requests.
Data accessibility: This is the ratio of the amount of successful 4. 
data requests to the total number of data requests.

During 50,000 units of replication time, we replicate and evaluate 
the projected duplication allocation strategies (i.e., SCF, SCF-DS, 
SCF-CN, and eSCF) with the following techniques:

Table 3: Simulation Parameters

Static Access Frequency (SAF)
Each node allocates duplication based only on its own access 
occurrence, without considering or detecting selfish nodes. This 
allocation technique is expected to show the optimal performance 
in terms of communication cost, because the technique does not 
communicate with others to allocate duplication.

Dynamic Connectivity-Based Grouping (DCG)
DCG creates groups of nodes that are biconnected mechanism in 
a network, without allowing or detecting selfish nodes. In each 
group, the node, called coordinator, allocates duplication based 
on the access occurrence of the group. This technique is known 
to have high data accessibility.
Dynamic Connectivity-based Grouping with detection (DCG+)
The technique combines DCG with our detection method. Initially, 
groups of nodes are created according to the DCG method. 
Consequently, in each group, selfish nodes are detected based 
on our discovery method. For finding, each node in a group 
sends its nCR scores to the coordinator with the lowest suffix 
of node identifier in the group. The coordinator excludes selfish 
node(s) from the group for duplication provision. As a result, 
only nonselfish nodes form a collection again. The duplication 
allocation is only performed within the final group without any 
selfish nodes. After duplication provision, the coordinator shares 
the information of duplication allocation with group members for 
the following selfishness detection. In particular, selfish nodes 
are dogged to be selfish only when all other nodes in the group 
agree with the node’s selfishness. We try out with other loom to 
determine selfishness, including the contract of (1) At least one 
and (2) The majority of nodes. We chose to use the contract of 
all other nodes experimentally, since this shows the best data 
convenience presentation in our experiments: our investigation 
reveals that at least one node approach shows the nastiest data 
convenience, whereas its contact cost and average query delay 
are slightly better than that of the others.

VI. Conclusion
In contrast to the network perspective, we have addressed 
the difficulty of selfish nodes from the duplication allocation 
viewpoint. We term this problem selfish duplication allocation. 
Our work was motivated by the reality that a selfish duplication 
allocation could direct to generally poor data convenience in a 
MANET. We have projected a selfish node finding method and 
narrative duplication allocation techniques to manage the selfish 
duplication allocation properly. The projected strategies are 
stimulated by the real-world comments in economics in terms 
of credit risk and in human friendship management in terms 
of choosing one’s friends totally at one’s own carefulness. We 
applied the view of credit risk from economics to detect selfish 
nodes. Every node in a MANET calculates credit risk in order 
on other connected nodes independently to calculate the degree 
of selfishness. Since traditional duplication allocation techniques 
unsuccessful to consider selfish nodes, we also projected narrative 
duplication allocation techniques. General simulation shows that 
the projected strategies better existing cooperative duplication 
allocation techniques in terms of data accessibility, communication 
cost, and query delay. We are currently working on the impact of 
different mobility patterns. We plan to identify and manage false 
alarms in selfish duplication provision.
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